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large number of factors that affect the output of the process. By observing the beverage 

manufacturing department and performing statistical data analysis of disruptions, some 

core topics were chosen. Recommendations to increase the utilization have been proposed. 

As with low cost could contribute to growth of produced volumes and have a more reliable 

process. 

This thesis have a content of three main sections: 

1. Treats the analysis to define disruptions that principally affect the production 

process.  

2. Treats the working procedures and structure of responsibilities at the department.  

3. Define how maintenance and production aligns.  

Recommendations from these areas have been prepared with suggestions on how to raise 

the general competence. Also, how to increase the operator’s responsibility with machine 

ownership and integration of maintenance. Together with the analysis of disruptions, main 

areas of focus have been determined. 

The problem statement has changed during the project, from the start to deep dive in the 

statistics of disruptions that have occurred due to mechanical loss. The changes have been 

done in a greater extent to be more focused on maintenance and working principles. 

Mainly due to the insight that it is a few issues that are causing the most downtime. 

Thoughts and efforts about starting to integrate the preventive maintenance into the 
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Abstract 

It is hard to utilize the full capacity of a production process due to its complexity. 

There is a large number of factors that affect the output of the process. By 

observing the beverage manufacturing department and performing statistical 

data analysis of disruptions, some core topics were chosen. Recommendations to 

increase the utilization have been proposed. As with low cost could contribute to 

growth of produced volumes and have a more reliable process. 

This thesis have a content of three main sections: 

1. Treats the analysis to define disruptions that principally affect the

production process.

2. Treats the working procedures and structure of responsibilities at the

department.

3. Define how maintenance and production aligns.

Recommendations from these areas have been prepared with suggestions on 

how to raise the general competence. Also, how to increase the operator’s 

responsibility with machine ownership and integration of maintenance. 

Together with the analysis of disruptions, main areas of focus have been 

determined. 

The problem statement has changed during the project, from the start to deep 

dive in the statistics of disruptions that have occurred due to mechanical loss. 

The changes have been done in a greater extent to be more focused on 

maintenance and working principles. Mainly due to the insight that it is a few 

issues that are causing the most downtime. 

Thoughts and efforts about starting to integrate the preventive maintenance into 

the operator’s daily work. This is to increase their knowledge about the 

functionalities of the machines and how to solve elementary faults without 

summoning a technician. Also by implementing a machine ownership thinking 

for the operators. It would probably increase the engagement and the will to 

develop improvements of their machines. 



Sammanfattning 

Att i hög grad utnyttja kapaciteten i en produktionsprocess är svårt, främst på 

grund av dess komplexitet och det flertal faktorer som påverkar den 

producerade volymen. Genom att praktisera i dryckestillverkningen och utföra 

statistisk analys av störningarna i maskinparken, har några huvudsakliga ämnen 

valts ut. För att öka utnyttjandegraden har förslag på förändringar tagits fram. 

Dessa förslag ska till låg kostnad och på lång sikt kunna öka den producerade 

volymen samt bidra till en pålitligare process. 

Projektet består av tre huvudsakliga delar: 

1. Att analysera och definiera återkommande störningar och stopp som

främst påverkar produktionen.

2. Består av hur strukturen kring avdelningens arbetssätt och

ansvarsområden ser ut.

3. Definiera hur underhållsarbetet och produktionsarbetet fungerar.

Utifrån dessa områden har rekommendationer utarbetats med förslag på hur 

man kan arbeta för att höja den generella kompetensen, integrera 

underhållsarbetet och utöka operatörernas ansvarsområde med 

maskinägarskap. Vi har även givit förslag på vilka frekventa störningar som man 

bör lägga extra fokus på att arbeta bort, har tagits upp. 

Under projektets gång har problembeskrivningen förändrats från att till en 

början lägga stor vikt vid vilka störningar som försämrar effektiviteten hos 

maskinparken till att i större utsträckning fokusera på underhåll och 

organisation. Detta eftersom det tidigt uppmärksammades att det är ett fåtal 

typer av störningar som är återkommande och orsakar den stora mängden av 

stopptid. 

Stor tyngd har lagts vid att man bör börja integrera förebyggande underhåll i 

operatörernas dagliga arbete. Detta då det höjer kompetensen om maskinernas 

funktionalitet samt kunskapen hur mindre fel kan åtgärdas, utan att behöva 

tillkalla underhållspersonal. Genom att även införa ett maskinägandeskapstänk 

för operatörerna antas engagemanget i arbetet samt viljan att skapa 

förbättringar att öka. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

The Coca-Cola Company, founded in 1892, is a beverage corporation and 

manufacturer from the United States. Today, the company has manufacturing of 

more than 500 beverages globally, having sites in 24 countries. The site in 

Sweden, which started in 1998, belongs to the independent Coca-Cola bottler, 

Coca-Cola European Partners (CCEP) that is selling 14.2 billion liters of beverage 

every year (Coca-Cola European Partners, 2016).   

The production unit placed in Jordbro, Stockholm is manufacturing almost all the 

brands belonging to Coca-Cola and is supplying beverages of all kinds of 

packaging for the Swedish markets. They are also producing cans and glass 

bottles to Norway, Finland and Island (The Coca-Cola Company, 2012). 

The plant have a content of six departments where each department produces 

beverages in different kinds of package. Some of the lines are flexible, which 

means that they could be conversed to produce different bottle sizes while some 

are called volume lines, only producing one sort. This thesis will cover the 

production process of large bottles. 

 

1.2 DEPARTMENT DESCRIPTION 

Large bottles are produced at a highly automated line that is called S10 

department. This is the department that is producing several different sizes of 

bottles and beverages. The department have three main machines where one is 

blowing up raw material to bottles, one fills the beverage and the last machine 

attaches the labels to the bottles. There is also several robots and conveyors that 

are used to pack the bottles for shipment. 

 

1.3 PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The production process is running during three shifts on the weeks and with an 

extra shift during weekends. Each team have three machine operators and one 

position called “runner”. The “runner” position has a supporting function for the 

operators. Each shift has also a line technician, who helps out with mechanical 

issues. 

The raw material for the bottles, called perform, is supplied to the line externally 

by a tube from the stock to the machine. The perform is then heated up by an 

oven before it blows up to bottles. Finally, the bottles are filled with beverage. 

Table 1.1 shows the process capacity of the bottle neck machine.  
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All the machines in the line need to be readjusted each time the beverage or the 

size of bottles changes according to the production schedules. The filler machine 

also need to be cleaned before every change of beverage, called Cleaning in Place 

(CIP), which is done automatically.  

 

Table 1.1 Process capacity of the bottle neck machine    

Bottle size Bottles per hour 
2.0L 29 000 
1.75L 31 000 
1.5L 36 000 
1.0L 36 000 

 

1.4 DEPARTMENT LAYOUT 

The layout of department is structured as figure 1.1 shows.  

 
Figure 1.1: Department layout 

 

1. Bottle blower and filler 

2. Label machine 

3. Packaging robots for single bottle 

4. Packaging machine (Variopac) 

5. Robots  

6. Supply of bottle caps 
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1.5 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The production process is struggling with large numbers of short stops and 

breakdowns that cause the operations to be unreliable. The average mechanical 

efficiency is below 60%. Due to these losses, a temporary weekend shift is 

needed to produce the customer volumes demanded. 

 

1.6 PROJECT TARGETS 

 Define and determine the current system problems by: 

a. Analyzing and documenting the current disruptions in the production 

process.  

b. Define the current ways of working with standards and routines and 

provide proposals on how to increase the overall knowledge for the 

operators. 

c. Define how maintenance is structured and propose how to unite it 

with the production process. 

 

 Define and present recommendations that aims to increase the 

mechanical efficiency in the production process to 72% at current cost. 

 

1.7 LIMITATIONS 

 The project is only focusing on the S10 department. 

 Statistics of disruptions will be gathered only using the internal follow-up 

systems to acquire a general perspective on the current situation.  

 Templates for standards and routines will not be created as a part of this 

project. 
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2. METHODS 

2.1 COLLECTION OF DATA 

Data have been collected by observing the production line to see how the 

department is structured and how the operators are working. Even by analysis of 

data from internal follow-up systems. Including interviewing managers, 

technicians and supporting functions. 

Literature studies and idea generation have been used to come up with 

proposals for working principles and how to solve disruptions. 

 

2.2 SELECTION  

Focus have been held on sorting out disruptions that are short and recurring, to 

define which operations that are most fluctuating. The project has also defined 

the way of working with standards and routines. Solutions of which parts that 

could be changed or implemented have been based on the findings. 

 

3. DEFINITION OF CURRENT SITUATION 

3.1 GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 

The current state of the production process is unreliable. The up-time of the 

machines are unstable due to a large number of short stops. There are plenty of 

rules how to work with standards and routines which doesn’t seem to be 

embraced properly. 

 

3.1.2 PRODUCTION PLANNING 

The production process follow a planned schedule of which beverage that has a 

demand. Which could be modified frequently due to the large variation of sold 

products. 

The production planner tries to perform the runs of each type of bottles and 

beverages as long as possible to avoid conversions of the machines and increase 

the utilization of the bottleneck. The small size bottles tend to be the hardest to 

produce for the department, since the system was originally built for the larger 

ones. The small bottles also require major changes to the blower machine and 

adjustments of the conveyors. The aim is to always have all the small bottles 

produced successively. The setting of the timeslot for each type is calculated for a 

crewed productivity (CP) of 55%. 
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In order to avoid delivery failures, the production schedule are planned to 

maintain a comfortable stock level. The plan for the upcoming week is usually set 

at the last day of the week, but could be changed depending on the demand for 

the different products. 

 

3.2 WORK ORGANIZATION 

The production process is overviewed by four machine operators per shift. The 

operators are divided on one for each machine, and one role called “runner”. The 

runner is also supposed to educate colleagues at the department with deeper 

knowledge of the machines. 

Each shift has two line technicians, which have a maintenance-role to support 

the machine operators with technical issues. The line technicians are also 

performing preventive maintenance, such as inspections and changes of 

components routinely. 

The organization has two team leaders working in shifts. One team leader work 

day time and the other at night time. 

3.2.1 DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The current organization structure 
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There are two production managers totally at the factory. The six departments 

are divided between the two managers as figure 3.1 illustrates. S10 department 

have two team leaders who are working on different shifts. The team leaders 

closest manager is the production manager the operators and maintenance 

closest manager is the team leader.  

Operational excellence have their own group and are working with preventive 

maintenance and production development.  

 

3.2.2 SHIFT COMMUNICATION 

The shift staff has SIC (short interval control) meetings every fourth hour with 

the team leader to control the last hours of production. The agenda of the 

meetings is safety, quality and efficiency in production. Important issues for the 

next-coming hours are also raised. The operators do not have any direct contact 

with the production manager since they do not have any planned meetings 

together. Therefore, the operators lack of knowledge of an overall picture for the 

performance of the department. It is not clear if production targets are 

succeeded and if the operators could be satisfied with their performance. 

The shift handover between the operators is written in paper forms, where there 

is check points of particular actions that have been encountered during the shift. 

 

3.2.3 MANAGEMENT MEETING STRUCTURE 

Daily:   

 24h review 

The production managers get informed about the performance of the last 24h. If 

needed, short term decisions will be made. 

Weekly: 

 Improvement focus 

Production managers together with maintenance are planning and focus on 

more complex improvements. 

 Asset care planning 

Planning for execution of preventive maintenance and repairing of the machines. 

 Loss meeting 

Specified disruptions are lifted to analyze how to avoid them in the future. 
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3.2.4 VISUALIZATION  

All machines do not have status lamps that shows the current condition. It is also 

hard to read if the department is running according to production targets and 

when the next beverage conversion will take place. 

Generally, there is a lack of visual monitoring at the department. Some tools and 

components needed in the daily work do not have a certain space to be placed. 

Specified areas for pallets and wagons do not exist.  

 

3.2.5 COMPETENCE 

A considerable numbers of the operators at the department do not have a 

permanent employment at Coca-Cola European Partners (CCEP). They have 

neither education of computer numerical control (CNC) nor earlier experience of 

the operator role. The knowledge of each operator differs depending on previous 

experience, and most of them do not have a sufficient knowledge to handle all 

machines at the department. 

The training of the operators contains practicing and learning-by-doing. 

Standards and instructions for usage and common faults of the machines are 

rarely used. 

There is a competence documentation for the operators at the factory that 

defines the level of their skills. The documentation contains safety awareness 

and understanding of the production process. The competence matrixes are 

created by an auditor working in the education department of the factory. It is 

the operators own responsibility to gain their competence, but there is no 

routine on how it should be done. Merely half of the employees at the S10 

department have their competence matrix filled in. There is no routine about 

how to fill the matrixes, and by whom.  

 

3.2.6 MAINTENANCE 

Each shift has a line technician supporting the production as a mechanic. Their 

main task is to perform preventive maintenance of the machines, such as 

inspection and lubrication to increase the life-span, and check if components 

need to be changed before a breakdown is a fact. The Line technicians are also 

assisting the operators with troubleshooting of the machines and performing 

repairs when needed. 
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The technicians are not able to do all kind of maintenance at the plant due to 

some of the spare parts under the warranty period, therefore it could occur the 

supplier needs to be called in. This could increase stop time more than needed. 

Some of the technicians are called “multi skill” which means that they could 

manage both electrical and mechanical issues but most of them is either one or 

the other. 

 

3.2.7 MAINTENANCE STRUCTURE 

The technicians at the plant need to prioritize which departments to focus on, 

depending on which priority status they have. The team leader at the most 

important department could always call for support if needed. 

When maintenance is completed, a work order should be filled into the system to 

describe the type of disruption, how it was solved and which spare parts that 

were used for fixing the problem. The system is used in purpose of search history 

for similar disruptions to get a quicker solution. That will facilitate the work for 

the technicians especially for the night shift due to limited resources.  

Maintenance team today are mainly working to extinguish simple stops. 

Technicians are not able to repair complicated and difficult stops. Due to that 

they are not certified which will affect the right of warranty. The only solution to 

repair that kind of breakdown is to await consultant supplier. 

Maintenance department doesn’t use specified working routines when they send 

a technician for an assignment, the common way is that the team leader or the 

operators call to one of the technicians who is appropriate to attend the problem. 
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3.2.8 MAINTENANCE IN NUMBERS 

Meantime to repair - breakdowns 

 
Figure 3.2: MTTR breakdowns 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

Meantime to repair – minor stops 

 
Figure 3.3: MTTR minor stops 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

3.2.9 SPARE PARTS APPROACH 

It might happen that a machine is down due to a broken component where spare 

parts are missing in stock which will increase stop time waiting for delivery. The 

reliability engineer is responsible for which spare parts that should be in stock 

and how often the change of components should be done.  
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Another reason why spare parts could be missing is because the order system is 

not used properly. The routine is that technicians write a work order before 

taking out a spare part. The purpose is to have a follow-up on the components 

life span and also to invest in new components. The routine does not work 

properly, hence too many long stops due to the lack spare part.  

 

3.3 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

To get a clear view of the current situation in the machinery, some crucial KPI’s 

has been reviewed. Gathered statistics present the line performance from 1st of 

January to 8th of November 2017. 

 

3.3.1 EFFICIENCY 

 
Figure 3.4: Line Performance 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

Average CP: 43% 

Average ME: 54% 

Management has declared a long-term target for mechanical efficiency to be 

72%. 
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3.3.2 MEANTIME BETWEEN FAILURE 

 
Figure 3.5: MTBF 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

The MTBF figures shows how often the operators need to act to solve a 

disruption in a machine. The average time between faults for the bottle blower is 

23.6 minutes and for the label machine its 16.1 minutes. This indicates that the 

operators need to handle machine issues about seven times per hour. 

 

3.3.3 CASUAL LOSS BREAKDOWN 

To look at the causes for disruption in the production process, a filtration of 

impact from each machine has been gathered. The figures below show casual 

loss which shows information how machines cause loss to the bottle blower, 

which is the bottleneck machine at the department. 

 
Figure 3.6: Casual Loss Breakdown 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 
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Table 3.1: Top 12 Casual Loss Breakdown 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

Breakdown Conditions Total Loss  No. of 
events  

CP 
Loss 

Blower machine  710:57:58 13156 12.5% 

Etkm - Sing Stopp 171:48:15 6433 3% 

Filler -> Label 189:30:57 4856 3.3% 

Lack of Preform 216:49:51 4374 3.8% 

Label 308:33:45 4149 5.4% 

Blower - > Filler 5:50:51 3072 0.1% 

Packaging transport 49:07:40 2294 0.8% 

Variopac  109:57:06 2282 1.9% 

UTM 2  33:46:03 1977 0.5% 

UTM 1  24:42:34 1392 0.4% 

Filler machine  25:47:33 1355 0.4% 

Robot 2  33:55:57 1251 0.5% 

TOTAL 2133:18:56 52130   

 

3.3.4 MINOR STOPS 

Short stops that cause loss to the bottleneck machine. Minor stops are described as 

less than 5 minutes. 

 
Figure 3.7: Casual Minor stops 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

Table 3.2: Top 5 Casual Minor stops 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

Breakdown Conditions Minor Stop 
Time 

No. of events 

Blower machine  198:20:36 11448 

Etkm - Sing Stopp 107:01:36 6036 

Filler -> Label 112:42:12 4429 

Lack of Preform 85:27:42 3848 

Label  84:09:10 3131 
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4. COMPILATION OF DISTURBANCES 

4.1 COLLECTION OF DATA 

Disruption statistics has been collected with Lineview which is a production line 

monitoring and recording system. The system is coupled to each manufacturing 

department and logs all stops at each machine. Moreover, it categorizes the issue 

depending on which diagnosis the programmable logic controller (PLC) shows. It 

makes the basic analysis easy to filter and sort out the number of events at each 

machine. 

 

One disadvantage is that the system only has eleven reason codes for the stops. 

This entails a lot of manual work to sort out which comments of each 

disturbance that the operators have written and how they solved it. Except for 

that, the description of the disruption always changes to “manually stopped” 

when the alarm is removed or a machine door is opened, even if the machine is 

still down. Therefore, it is difficult to read how long a specific disruption has 

been ongoing. 

 

The monitoring system is set to always focus on the critical machine i.e. bottle 

neck, and will track which other machines that cause stop. This way of handling 

the figures facilitates how to trace casual loss which is actually decreasing the 

output from the department. 

 

Another relevant fact when using Lineview for disruption analysis is that the 

bottle blower machine always has a start-up phase after each stop. This is due to 

warming up the oven for the bottle preform. The start-up phase is never logged 

in the system which will cause a lot of loss that is invisible in the figures for stop 

time. But when looking at crewed productivity (CP) ratio, this will anyhow be 

noticed since CP is calculated as produced parts divided with full capacity. 

 

4.2 PROCESSING OF DATA 

Focus has been held on finding stops that are most frequent and recurring. As 

could be seen in chapter 3.3.2 the operators need to handle issues about seven 

times per hour which creates a lot of rush and lost focus from other tasks. 

Looking at the average meantime to repair of 125 seconds per stop at the 

bottleneck machine that indicates that at least 325 seconds get lost every hour, 

only for minor stops. Counted in bottles, it means a loss of 3260 pieces.  
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4.3 FAULTS COMPARISON 

4.3.1 MINOR STOPS, BOTTLE BLOWER 

 
Figure 4.1: Bottle blower faults 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

Table 4.1: 6 most common faults Bottle blower 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

Fault Time Events 

Lack of Prefom 1 17:39:15 5243 

Lack of Preform 2 165:43:27 4998 

Manually stopped 483:10:21 4283 

Fault from Filler 477:07:58 3568 

Oven fault 31:18:18 1831 

Preform lost in oven 57:12:52 1043 

 

 

4.3.2 MINOR STOPS, FILLER MACHINE 

 
Figure 4.2: Filler machine faults 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 
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Table 4.2: 4 most common filler machine faults 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

Fault Time Events 

Gassner capsule  93:05:03 1972 

Manually stopped 136:28:06 1871 

Capper fault 41:19:51 1043 

Bottle down, conveyor  32:50:18 614 

 

4.3.3 MINOR STOPS, LABEL MACHINE 

 
Figure 4.3: Label machine faults 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

 

Table 4.3: 8 most common faults Label machine 01/01/17 – 08/11/17 

Fault Time Events 

Manually stopped 259:41:19 8368 

Monitoring 2 – Label lost 115:21:46 6381 

Monitoring 3 – Label exists 39:15:06 1918 

Label length 41:36:48 1545 

Feeding control 138:55:39 1520 

Safety circuit 110:53:09 1449 

Output control 82:14:06 1186 

Monitoring 2 - Sensor fault 44:32:57 1063 
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF STOP TIME 

A filtration of keywords in the operator’s comments has been completed to review 

which issues are most frequent, causing the actual stop behind the PLC-alarms. 

 

 Operator’s comments filtered, bottle blower 

Table 4.4: 6 most common keywords Bottle blower 

Keyword Events % of total 

Preform 2938 46% 

Heating module 944 15% 

Capsule 189 3% 

Bottles 178 3% 

Sensor 122 2% 

Bottle screening 76 1% 

 

 Operator’s comments filtered, filler machine 

Table 4.5: 6 most common keywords Filler machine 

Keyword Events % of total 

Capsule 644 59% 

Bottles 81 7% 

Buffer 38 3% 

Flow 34 3% 

Sorting 23 2% 

Gripper 21 2% 

 

 Operator’s comments filtered, label machine 

Table 4.6: 4 most common keywords Label machine 

Keyword Events % of total 

Labels 1350 41% 

Glue 327 10% 

Queue 289 9% 

Sensor 277 8% 
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5. ECONOMICS 
Due to performance loss, an extra production shift during the weekend to meet 

the demands is needed. If the overall equipment efficiency increased to 72%, the 

weekend production could be phased out saving 3 MSEK. 

 

Cost for stop time is estimated at 6 TSEK per hour. Increasing the mechanical 

efficiency from 2017 average to the long term target would impact the CCEP 

earnings drastically. For driving the department at mechanical efficiency (ME) 

target would cut costs of 26.000 SEK a day. This means saving approximately 

500.000 SEK for each month.  

 

5.1 SPARE PART COSTS 

Some of the breakdowns become longer than needed due to lack of spare parts. 

One of the reasons behind that is that spare parts restricts capital. Other 

common reasons for having missing spare parts could be extra costs for 

warehouse and administration (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

Table 5.1 Cost share of storage value for handling spare parts (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010) 

Cost driver % of cost 
Capital cost 10 – 20 
Payroll 6 – 15  
Facilities 3 – 5  
Handling equipment 3 – 5  
Other 3 – 5  
Total 25 – 50  

 

Table 5.1 show the cost of administration and handling spare parts for a long-

time amount to a large share of the storage value. 

 

In order to achieve a successful coordination of the spare part process, goals and 

measurable numbers have to exist. The goal is to optimize their inventory to 

reduce long stops at line. Unplanned stops cost more than a planned stop due to 

the whole line stops, which leads to zero output but still retain personal costs. 

This contribute the need of an extra shift to cover the production demands 

(Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

The machines at the line are large and complex, each machine contains several 

components. There is no value to have all the components in the warehouse to 
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enable proper control and follow-up, without excessive work efforts. This 

requires the parts to be classified. Some parts need to be classified because some 

of them need to be reviewed more thoroughly. For instance, if the factory has 

two similar robots, it is important to have an electric motor as a spare part. The 

likelihood that the spare part comes to vanity is likely (Hagberg & Henriksson, 

2010). 

 

Today the factory has integrated a work order system where the purpose is for 

technicians to fill in all the actions in the work orders. Based on the order system 

it could be able to classify the need of certain spare parts. Unfortunately, this 

system is rarely used at the moment due to the staff not being trained for it and 

the managers do not request it to be used (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

6. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

6.1 FINDINGS & CONSIDERATIONS 

Subjects that could be improved to increase the long-term efficiency has been 

collected from current situation, from where the recommendations will be built 

upon. 

 

6.1.1 Collaboration between maintenance and operators  

 

6.1.2 Developing of operators ownership 

 

6.1.3 Employee engagement and working influence 

 

6.1.4 Competence, standards and routines 

 

6.1.5 Disruption follow up and shift handover 

 

6.1.6 Management structures 

 

6.1.7 Factual analysis of statistics 

 

6.2 ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This part shall be read as column (6.2.1) which will refer to recommendation 

from finding (6.1.1), and column (6.2.2) to (6.1.2) etc. 
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6.2.1 RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR MAINTENANCE 

 
Figure 6.1: Core tasks (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010) 

 

By implementing of integrated maintenance the cooperation between the 

maintenance department and the production departments at the factory could 

increase. This could both increase the knowledge for the operators and 

successively broaden the operators maintenance and supervision of the 

machines (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

In a longer perspective, it could also relive the maintenance organization to focus 

on deeper knowledge and more advance problems. Another advantage is that the 

operators will improve their confidence with solving simple issues, if they have a 

wider area of competence about the machines. 

 

6.2.2 OPERATORS OWNERSHIP AND MAINTENANCE 

Transferring of some preventive maintenance from the technicians to the 

operators could gain knowledge of the machines. Stop time could also decrease if 

waiting for the technicians is eliminated when operators could manage basic 

faults. Approximately, 60% of the preventive maintenance are basic tasks that 

could be done by the operators if necessary knowledge is supplied (Steffens, 

Möller, 2006). 

 

Operators
Maintenance 
Specialists

External 
Maintenance 
Specialists
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Figure 6.2: Categories of preventive maintenance (Steffens & Möller, 2006) 

 

To decrease the disruption levels and secure reliable operations, competence 

and engagement of the operators and technicians are important factors. The 

operators have a significant role in finding potential issues early in order to 

avoid expensive maintenance efforts (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

If integrated maintenance is implemented together with preventive maintenance 

for the operators, it might encourage improvements at the department. This 

might occur when the operators feel that they could influence their situation, due 

to deeper knowledge. Those possibilities could also act as a cornerstone to 

increase the workforce engagement. By owning the machine, it might also create 

a further dimension for the operators to know them and act on unusual behavior. 

 

A suggestion is to introduce a living maintenance-board. Showing performance, 

most common disruptions and the actual stock of work orders sent by the 

operators. This procedure could give a signal to the employees that 

improvements are ongoing and also engages the operators to lift issues 

frequently.  

 

6.2.3 FOUNDATION FOR COMMITMENT  

One of the fundamental needs to gain motivation at work is the possibility to 

have control and influence of the situation. Delegation of responsibilities might 

help to create a culture of participation and give confidence to the knowledge of 

the employees (Jensen & Lindahl, 2008). 
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The management do not encourage the operators to create improvements. For 

instance, if boards for machine ownership were implemented, it would make it 

easier for spontaneous activities to be established. By creating conditions for 

things to happen, it would be possible to achieve a strong fundamental thinking 

with the employees. 

Machine ownership exists but only by one operator for each machine. Due to 

collaboration, improvements would be achieved if small teams with the 

operators that is handling the machine were created. 

 

If competent people with knowledge and engagement are not available. It does 

not matter how many existing standards and processes are. In the end, it is 

always the people that are driving the business, increasing the improvements 

and having the mind-set of wanting who succeed in starting the machine during 

a disruption. Some of the core demands to satisfy the employees are security, 

stability and right opportunities. In the end, it is always the managements 

responsibility to create a culture where leaders engage and motivate the 

employees (Holbeche, Matthews, 2015). 

 

A large share of the workforce at the department are not full-time employees, 

most commonly they have short-term contracts. This could be a reason to have 

less engagement and motivation to create improvements for the employees. If 

people are not sure to have the same workplace for the next coming months, why 

should they bother? If qualified and skilled people are leaving, uncertainty would 

be caused for the company. Confusion could occur for the management, making it 

difficult to know which people they should educate in order to gain general 

increase of knowledge. 

In meetings and other events related to performance and disruptions, 

participation of operators in the production are rare. It is considerable to invite 

them or create other initiatives where their thoughts could be lifted. This would 

probably bring new thoughts to the surface. Furthermore, it could increase the 

care of the operators to share their thoughts in a common way. 

 

6.2.4 GENERAL COMPETENCE AND STANDARDIZATIONS 

The general competence of the operators is measured by different matrixes. The 

workers answer questions and show different tasks that are predefined of an 

auditor. In order to get an overall view of the operators knowledge at the 

department, their skills are ranked. Generally, the method appears deficient, 

because people who is not working at the department are reviewing the 
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competence. A better way of working could rather be that the team leaders or 

coordinators working in the production process are educating and following the 

knowledge of the operators. 

 

Overall, there are a great need of standard instructions for the machines. Those 

could be useful for the basic operations and as tools for the training of new 

employees. If instructions were requested by the management, it would be a 

good way to embrace knowledge. It could also encourage the experienced 

operators to be responsible for the standards, and how to educate colleagues. 

 

Noteworthy, there is a general lack of tool boards and standards where to place 

tools and other necessary equipment. It could cause longer stop time than 

needed, and increases time for conversions of the machines. Marked locations 

where items strictly shall be put after usage would be preferred. 

 

6.2.5 THE USE OF DISRUPTION FOLLOW-UP AND SHIFT HANDOVER 

The common way of troubleshooting during an ongoing disruption is not 

documented frequently. Due to this, information regarding which steps that has 

been taken to solve the problem could be forgotten. Some notes are written in 

the shift handover, but it is hard to express all the details. A recommendation is 

to introduce a troubleshooting board as shown in figure 6.3, where all actions are 

written down during the disruption. When the machine is back and running, it 

would make it easier to document the steps, and also to have background to do a 

root cause analysis. If a disruption is lasting over different shifts, it will also be 

simple to overview what has been done so far.   

 

 
Figure 6.3: Example of troubleshooting board 
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Instead of having paper forms for the shift handover, a suggestion would be to 

introduce handover boards as shown in figure 6.4. Since forms are less visual 

being put into a folder. With a board, it would be easy to overview what has 

happened the last 24 hours. A useful thing with boards, are that it is more alive 

than a form. A handover board could also be combined with activity lists and 

improvements of each machine. This to clarify which progress is actually going 

on at the moment. It might also increase the possibility of having spontaneous 

improvement activities being done by the operators. Except for that, it would be 

clear for the team leader to see if the shifts are following the established 

routines.  

  

Figure 6.4: Example of handover board 

6.2.6 MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES 

There are different models that can be used to manage an organization. The 

models differ depending on type of business.  

The attempt of using a model is to build a successful teamwork at the different 

organizations. 

There are three variants of most common management models which are the 

Hierarchical organization, Matrix organization and Team organization 

(Granström, 2006). 

 

 Hierarchical organization  

Proposes that every person is responsible for their own tasks. In order to do so, 

it requires that the employer have defined limitations for every role. 
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Figure 6.5: Hierarchial organizarion (Granström, 2006) 

The structure of a hierarchical organization reminds of the classic military 

structure. In order to reach a successful hierarchical organization, it is important 

to apparently give order to the next one in the chain of command. Orders that is 

given should be received and implemented.  

 

The weakness of a hierarchical model is that the operators have special skills the 

leaders do not have. The result is that the competence only exist at the lower 

level (Granström, 2006). 

 

 Matrix organization  

The Matrix organization differs from the hierarchical model by utilizing the skills 

of the employees in a better way. The leaders in a matrix organization 

customizes staff groupings and working methods depending on requirements 

and problems that comes up.  

As figure 6.6 illustrates, the Matrix organisation consist of a horizontal stacking 

where all tasks are shown and a vertical stacking of personnel skills. The matrix 

shows what kind of tasks the employee is able to handle. By using the matrix, the 

tasks can be divided between the employees based on their knowledge. 

Manager  

      TL TL 

OP OP OP OP OP OP 
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Figure 6.6: Matrix organization (Granström, 2006) 

A weakness that can arise is that some employees are not appropriate for their 

responsibilities, meaning that they are not able to complete their tasks. Another 

flaw is that the leader could have lack of knowledge required to manage the 

organization (Granström, 2006). 

 

 Team organization  

The team organization is reversed compared to the hierarchical system. Instead 

of decided work tasks for the employees, the system of team organization is 

more flexible. The employees work together like a team which leads to an 

increased cooperation. 

To become a successful team organization, it is important that all colleagues in 

the team take responsibility and share their knowledge to strive for the same 

goals. 
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Figure 6.7: Team organization (Granström, 2006) 

 

A weakness of small team organization is that the team will not be sufficient in 

some special tasks due to unstructured work between different groups. This 

leads to the need of bringing special consultants. Another weakness of the model 

is that the teams are becoming too independent, which leads to neglecting the 

strategies of the company while working on their own values (Granström, 2006) 

 

It is difficult to define what kind of management structure the department is 

using today. The intention of the department is to use the hierarchic model 

structure, but they do not use it completely.  

This is due to a lack of a clear structure that limits the position of the leaders and 

operators which have been confirmed through interviews. It is unfortunately 

described as chaos. 

 

Managers at a higher level should not give orders to employees that have their 

own manager. The instruction should go in order to the employees by closest 

manager. Nowadays, the orders can be given of managers at higher position. This 

will have a negative affect due to the closest leader not being able to have 

sufficient responsibility for his employees. Furthermore, the communication will 

be lost.  

 

Figure 3.2.1 show that team leaders have responsibility for both maintenance 

and production, e.g. they work in the same organization. The organization should 

differ considerably from each other due to the completely different target areas. 

Manager

Team

Team 

Team

Team
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A production managers target is to produce as much as possible while a 

maintenance managers target is to plan and perform preventive maintenance. 

The area of maintenance is wide and constantly in need of a manger who can 

solely focus on maintenance issues.  

 

Today, the businesses are lack of experienced managers that can only focus on 

maintenance activities, for example: 

 Formulate maintenance visions. 

 Ensure that proper maintenance solutions are developed and comes 

to use. 

 Formulate goals and allocate resources. 

 Lift maintenance issues in daily routing. 

 Set time for planned maintenance. 

 Coordinate acute stops and preventive actions 

(Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010). 

 

6.2.7 STATISTICAL FACTS OF DISRUPTION ANALYSIS 

The statistics of the disruption review shows that faults linked to preform is the 

most recurring ones for the blower machine. 44% of the minor stops events are 

either Lack of preform 1 or Lack of preform 2. Since it is the bottle neck, it would 

be effective to put together a cross-functional group to define the root-cause.  

To find the actual cause is important to avoid acting on symptoms or create 

additional costs without solving the problem (Moore, 2007). 

The classical approaches, 5 Whys or RCA, are options to gain understanding of 

the root cause. A strong recommendation is to initiate a cross-functional group to 

dig deeper in the preform issues, to define ways to provide against and get rid of 

the problems. If preform issues are solved, it will create a more reliable 

operation, with fewer short stops and less rush for the operators. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The project has covered essential topics related to working structure, 

maintenance and disruption follow up. The outcome of the conclusions 

originates from the analysis of disruptions and working structures that could be 

improved to gain an overall knowledge of each responsibility level. The 

conclusions converge towards the project targets, to achieve an increase 

mechanical efficiency at current costs. 

 

Conclusions against target: 

a. Analyzing and documenting the current disruptions in the production process.  

 As chapter 4 shows, the statistics of disruptions has been gathered and 

analyzed with the outcome that preform issues is the most frequent cause 

for production losses. 

 

b. Define the current ways of working with standards and routines and provide 

proposals on how to increase the overall knowledge for the operators. 

 Implementing of routine, actions due to disruption. 

To gain knowledge of each specific issue and get a greater history for 

future faults. It will also increase the participation from the operators and 

avoid duplicate work. 

 Developing of Machine Ownership 

To increase improvement focus at each machine and gain involvement 

from the operators. Preferably as small teams, with one member of each 

shift cooperating. 

 Usage of root cause analysis for disruptions 

Build a working culture that does not accept recurring minor stops and 

act on factual causes. Have a habit of using basic root cause analysis. 

 Living boards to visualize current situation 

Boards are an effective way to have control if the purpose is correct. It 

will also help to track activities and gain experience for both operators 

and management. 

 Basic skill standards 

Have a larger number of standards for the basic operations of the 

machines will facilitate training of new operators. It might also decrease 

the risk of mishandling with written rules and remind the operators to 

follow accurate steps. 
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 Attentive leadership 

Target the presence of managers in the workshop. To have better 

awareness of current performance and always to be close to support 

production personnel. Organize as many meetings as possible in or close 

to the departments.  

 

c. Define how maintenance is structured and propose how to unite it with the 

production process. 

 Specified supervisor for maintenance 

Since maintenance is complex, it would be needed to have an own supervisor for 

the organisation, for a better steering of the work and building competence 

around maintenance. A responsible role would also enhance focus and align 

relevant goals. 

 

7.1 SUGGESTIONS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis project has been completed within ten working weeks and have 

revealed several opportunities for future considerations. The authors are 

suggesting a specific area for future studies and research that would might affect 

the production process. 

 

 Development of the disruption follow up system 

The monitoring system, Linview (current version 5.8.0), used for overview and 

analyse the performance does not feel perfectly adjusted to the production 

process. There is no a simple way to write comments for the operators nor 

analyse the causes for disruptions in an easy way. It demands lot of time and 

effort to actually have useful information out of the system. An opportunity 

would also be to study a possible integration of each machines PLC together with 

the system to increase the automatization.  
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